A spectrum from 1.2 to 2.5 µm of Uranus' small satellite Miranda obtained in June 1999 reveals strong water-ice signatures. It confirms the existence of a 2.0-µm water feature previously detected on Miranda and shows a strong second broad 1.5-µm water-ice absorption feature. The spectra also reveal a weak absorption band at 1.65 µm that is indicative of crystalline water ice. Reflectance models which combine the new spectra with new photometry indicate that the spectra are characteristic of a mostly water-ice surface, with a large fraction of carbonaceous or silicate contaminates, and the possible presence of ammonia hydrate, as implied by an apparent weak feature near 2.2 µm. The possible presence of other volatiles is also investigated. c 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION
Recent spectral studies of the Centaurs Chariklo and Pholus (R. H. , Cruikshank et al. 1998a , and of the outer-planet satellites such as Nereid (R. H. Brown et al. 1999 and Phoebe (Owen et al. 1999) , consistently yield evidence of water ice on the surfaces of these small bodies, particularly from detection of 1 Visiting Astronomer, United Kingdom Infrared Telescope, Joint Astronomy Center, Hilo, Hawaii.
2 NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF), Institute for Astronomy, Honolulu, Hawaii. the 2.0-µm absorption band. However, the abundance of water ice on their surfaces as indicated by the absorption band depths varies greatly from object to object. Likewise the presence or absence of other volatile materials is also highly variable from object to object.
There are several different models for the formation of the uranian and outer-planet satellite systems, and each theory predicts a different subnebular chemistry which could account for the variety in the observed water-ice abundances. Pollack et al. (1991) present several scenarios for the uranian satellites. In the accretion disk model, the satellites form from the outer solar nebula gas and solids which become gravitationally trapped by Uranus. Here, CO is the principal C-bearing species, and the temperatures are too low to convert CO to methane and water. In the spin-out disk model, the satellite forming disks are remnants of the outer-planet envelopes. Determining the probable starting composition for the satellites depends on understanding the convective mixing in the envelope and the protoplanet luminosity. The temperatures and pressures in this scenario were probably high enough for C and N to be fully reduced, with CH 4 and NH 3 as the dominant C-and N-bearing species. In a third scenario, the satellite-forming disk could have been generated during the impact that gave Uranus its high obliquity. In this model, shock heating would have converted much of the CH 4 to CO in the envelope of the planet and would have depleted the disk in water, resulting in a higher rock-to-water ratio in the satellites. Finally, in the co-accretion model, the satellite origin is similar to that of the accretion model, except that there is a larger fraction of planetesimals, hence organics, incorporated into the satellites. From these models, one may expect to see a trend in composition as one progresses from the inner satellites, formed in situ, to outer, likely captured, satellites and Centaur bodies which were formed in the outer protostellar nebula, away from protoplanetary formation. Understanding the satellite composition can allow us to constrain scenarios of formation.
Miranda is a particularly interesting case study of such theories. The innermost of Uranus' major satellites and the smallest, Miranda was first discovered in 1948 by Gerard Kuiper (see Kuiper 1949) . The satellite has a radius of 235.8 ± 0.7 km, and mass estimates from Voyager 2 Doppler tracking data (Jacobson et al. 1992 ) indicate a density close to that of water ice, ρ = 1.15 ± 0.15 g cm −3 , thus making Miranda the least dense of the major uranian satellites. The density suggests a rock mass fraction between 0.2 and 0.4. Voyager images revealed a bizarre surface with extensive old heavily cratered terrain cut by tectonic features and features of probable volcanic origin, suggesting that it has been thermally altered since formation. Unusual geologic regions called coronae exist, relatively uncratered compact areas 200-300 km across surrounded on all sides by a network of extensional rifts. The rifting is extant over the portion of the surface imaged (e.g., Helfenstein et al. 1988) . The coronae are probably tectonic features which have been modified volcanically.
The first near-IR observation of Miranda was a 16-band spectrum ranging from 1.6 to 2.4 µm, which revealed a 2.0-µm feature attributed to water ice (R. H. Brown and Clark 1984) . In the Voyager images, the heavily cratered regions external to the slightly reddish coronae were found to be relatively blue (Buratti et al. 1990, Buratti and Mosher 1991) . Subsequent ground-based observations (Buratti et al. 1992 ) revealed a strong opposition surge in brightness at optical wavelengths indicative of a "fluffy" porous surface. The JHH K photometry of Baines et al. (1998) showed that the opposition effect likely extends into the infrared. A fluffy, multiply cratered surface may imply a history of bombardments by small bodies. The observed opposition effect may alternatively be caused by a thin covering of volatile frost. The more recent seven-color optical photometry of the uranian satellite system by HST (Karkoschka 1997) confirmed the slightly blue color of Miranda's full disk, in marked contrast to the red colors of other uranian satellites in the system and most Centaurs .
The average normal albedo of the surface from Voyager is p v ∼ 0.33 (representative of the older, heavily cratered terrain) and varies from 0.30 to 0.37 (Buratti and Mosher 1991) . Voyager's observations showed that the surface was spectrally flat between 0.4 and 0.6 µm (Veverka et al. 1991) . It has been speculated that the composition of the dark material may represent radiation-darkened (polymerized) CH 4 (Veverka et al. 1991) .
Geologic structures and cratering records help us infer the thermal histories of the uranian satellites. Models of expansion both prior to melting and volcanism and after melting suggest that the satellites may have expanded by as much as 2%. The associated temperature rise would have been T ∼ 100 K for both pre-and postmelting (Croft and Soderblom 1991) . Miranda's volatiles cannot consist of pure water, because the modeled T would have required complete melting of the ices, erasing any premelt surface features (which are preserved in the old, cratered terrain). Likewise, refreezing of pure water ice would have resulted in an expansion twice as large as suggested. Therefore, the presence of a more volatile material, such as ammonia hydrate (NH 3 · H 2 O), is suggested.
The presence of material more volatile than water is also inferred because water ice has a high thermal conductivity and high melting point, and it is difficult to trap enough heat in Miranda to explain the tectonic activity. Radioactive heating of water ice alone would not have been sufficient, resulting in a T of only 10 -20 K (Tittemore and Wisdom 1990) . Marcialis and Greenberg (1987) and Tittemore and Wisdom (1990) proposed that Miranda's passage through orbital resonances, specifically with Umbriel, may have heated its core to 200 K from 80 K. However, this temperature would not be high enough to melt a pure water-ice body the size of Miranda, without a sufficient amount of more volatile materials (such as ammonia hydrate). If volatiles such as nitrogen, methane, or carbon monoxide were present in the ices in addition to ammonia, the cryomagma should have been loaded with gases, and there would be evidence for explosive volcanism, which is not seen on Miranda. On Miranda, while the estimated volume of cryomagmas is relatively small, the possible minor volatiles might be volumetrically important surface deposits, and we might expect to find evidence for ammonia or other volatile absorption in the spectra. One may expect to find C-H-bearing species, such as methanol, if Miranda formed in a CH 4 -rich environment. One would not expect to find pure methane, since it would have evaporated from the surface in less than a few million years (see, for example, M. E. Brown 2000) .
The error bars on the earlier spectroscopic data were too large to draw any inferences about the presence of more volatile materials (e.g., CH 4 or NH 3 ) on the surface of Miranda, and in fact the data allow up to a few percent of the more volatile materials to be mixed with the water ice. Because of the importance of composition in understanding the thermal history, evolution, and formation of the uranian satellites, we have obtained near-IR observations of Miranda to search for trace constituents in the spectra and study the presence of water ice in more detail.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Spectra
We observed Miranda using the 3.8-m United Kingdom infrared telescope (UKIRT) on Mauna Kea. The observations took place during the second halves of the nights of UT 1999 June 7 and 10. We used the facility spectrometer, CGS4, a 1-to 5-µm multipurpose two-dimensional grating spectrometer containing a 256 × 256 InSb array detector. Both nights were clear, and seeing was less than 1 . The observing geometry is shown in Table I . Miranda's visual magnitude was listed by the JPL's Horizon ephemeris as m v = 16.5. We aligned the slit within 20
• ) of the tangent to Miranda's motion about Uranus on the sky plane. This orientation allowed the array to sample spectra of background-scattered light from Uranus parallel to and on either side of Miranda's spectral signal rows. The instrumental configuration has been summarized in Table I .
Three spectral segments (1.01-1.33, 1.44-2.08, and 1.84-2.48 µm; hereafter the 1.2-1.8-and 2.2-µm bands, respectively) were observed. For each band a series of exposures were obtained with Miranda centered in two different rows separated by 7 . Individual exposure times were 40 and 60 s. The total exposure times in these bands were 1920, 2400, and 2560 s, respectively. The star HD 198802 (G1V) was used as a spectroscopic standard (Colina et al. 1996) . It was observed immediately before each series of Miranda exposures and at airmass values within a few hundredths of that of the Miranda observations. Flat field exposures and arc lamp exposures (for wavelength calibration) were obtained after each change in instrumental set-up.
The CGS4 online reduction software was used to flatten, remove bad pixels from, and combine the individual frames. For each spectral band a final coadded frame was produced online by summing pairs of subtracted frames; each coadd contains positive and negative spectra of Miranda (or the calibration star) separated by 12 rows of the array, along with residual sky background. Subsequent extraction of the positive and negative spectra and their subtraction to form final spectra removes the residual sky emission, apart from that due to the nonuniformly distributed scattered light from Uranus (see below). The combined spectra were wavelength-calibrated using the arc lamp spectra. Nontelluric absorption lines in the standard star were removed. The Miranda spectra were then flux-calibrated by dividing them by the standard star's spectra and multiplying them by a black body curve of the same temperature as the standard star's stellar atmosphere (Allen 1973) . Figure 1a shows the overall shape and spectral energy distribution across all three spectral bands, which seem to grossly align. However, it is clear from the overlap between the 2.2-and 1.8-µm spectral bands that slight offsets remain. The slight offset may be caused by changes in the seeing and guiding accuracy, such that the same fraction of the flux from Miranda and the flux calibration star may not have fallen within the narrow slit, or by differences in brightness or temperature from the canonical G1V spectral type of our solar analog standard, HD198802. However, the two 1.8-µm flux spectra from the separate nights of June 7 and June 10 do closely overlap. The mean difference between the signals was 5% and they needed no rescaling relative to each other before their signals were averaged. Figure 1a also shows the major telluric, solar, and strong Uranus background feature regions which may have introduced errors at those wavelengths in the extracted spectrum. We choose not to artificially rescale the 2.2-µm spectra upward in our flux values shown in Fig. 1a since the offset is so slight that it is of little consequence to our conclusions. Note, however, that to show spectral features better in Figs. 1b and 1c, we do rescale the flux by a factor of 1.2 before calculating our relative reflectance values.
Scattered light from Uranus and its rings contributed significant background contamination, particularly in the 1.2-and 1.8-µm bands. This was removed by using a fifth-order background function fit to three regions perpendicular to the dispersion direction. This includes an extra region in between the positive and negative signals, as opposed to using just the usual two sample regions on either side of the object positive and negative spectrum signal. The worst contamination occurred in the 1.2-µm band, where the CH 4 absorption from Uranus is weakest. We were unable to properly extract Miranda's spectra shortward of 1.1 µm owing to Uranus' background-scattered light. Within the 1.8-µm spectral band, Uranus' background becomes strongest near 1.5-1.64 µm (see Fig. 1a ). Hence near 1.50 and 1.61 µm we encountered problems fitting the background, the first night undersubtracting and the second night oversubtracting. The spectral flux values were divided by a solar spectrum (Colina et al. 1996) and multiplied by a distance scaling factor (e.g., Roush et al. 1996) to arrive at the relative reflectance values. The relative reflectance values are in units of full disk albedo ( λ ) calculated as
where F 0 and F are the satellite's measured flux and the solar flux at Earth, respectively, r (AU) and d (AU) are the heliocentric and geocentric distances, and R (AU) is the object radius. The last two panels, Figs. 1b and 1c, show the statistical errors calculated by taking the dispersion in the data points as they are rebinned to wavelength intervals of (Fig. 1b) one and ( Fig. 1c) four resolution elements. No spectral signature of Uranus or its rings appears to remain in the spectra. The 1.2-µm band spectrum has no overlapping values with the 1.8-µm data and has only a single set of exposures taken on the second of the two nights. Hence, the relative offset of the 1.2-µm albedo values to those of the 1.8-and 2.2-µm data is suspect, by order ±0.02, which is the range in values we encountered when using different extraction and background fitting techniques. We calculated broadband near-IR photometry values from our spectra and later obtained near-IR photometric observations to verify the alignment of our 1.2-µm spectra with our overlapping 1.8-and 2.2-µm spectra (Section 2.2).
Photometry
To obtain our J, H, H (λ central = 1.72 µm), and K band reflectance values, we multiplied the UKIRT data with the IRTF filter transmission data for the corresponding filters. For J values, we used the J mk filter transmission data in place of the older filter transmission values, since this newer filter was a better match to our 1.2-µm band data set. The errors include the statistical er- rors of the individual measurements in each band as reported in Table II . For the J band, the reported error also includes the 0.02 uncertainty from our estimate of the offset of the 1.2-µm spectral band from the 1.8-and 2.2-µm data described in the previous section. The systematic errors owing to not having Miranda and the calibration star equally well centered in the slit or caused by changes in the focus or seeing could be larger than the statistical errors. However, as mentioned in Section 2.1, the difference between the 1.8-µm spectra taken on separate nights was a few percent, much less than the reported statistical errors for the H and H band photometry derived from that spectral segment. Figure 2a shows our full disk albedo values ( p) of the broadband data derived from our spectral observations at phase angle 2.5
• in comparison to values reported in Karkoschka (1997) , Kesten et al. (1998) , and Baines et al. (1998) from 0.3 to 2.5 µm at phase angle 1
• . The open circles, squares, and triangles show the data obtained at 1.0
• , and the filled circles show our UKIRT data. Because the observations from the literature shown in Fig. 2a were obtained at different phase angles resulting in different albedos, we compare the colors of our observations to those previously reported. As the J band spectral segment does not overlap the 1.8-µm band spectrum, there is some uncertainty in the colors including J. The H -K color derived from the broadband spectral reflectance values of the UKIRT spectra ( p H −K = 0.04 ± 0.01) agree within the formal errors with values reported by Baines et al. (1998) 
However, the data of Baines et al. (1998) yielded J-H values ( p J −H = −0.08 ± 0.02) significantly different from ours ( p J −H = 0.04 ± 0.02, Fig. 2a ). This motivated us to confirm our flux calibration with broadband photometry measurements. We acquired JHK photometry measurements using the QUIRC instrument on the UH 2.2-m telescope and measured the H and K band magnitudes in the IRTF SpeX first light images taken on May 18, 2000. Both QUIRC and SpeX use Mauna Kea (mk) NIR filter sets. QUIRC is the University of Hawaii's 1024 × 1024 HgCdTe NIR camera. At the f /10 focus configuration that we used on the night of May 22, 2000, the camera's field (Rayner et al. 1998 ) is a 512 × 512 InSb array with a 1 square arcmin field of view. During both observing runs, the telescope was jittered in such a way that Miranda was never on a part of the array previously occupied by Uranus. Sky background was subtracted using median filtered sets of images from immediately before and after each exposure. Both sets of images were reduced in a similar standard fashion, correcting for airmass extinction and zero point offsets using NIR photometric standard stars. We took care to sample the background at identical distances from Uranus. The proximity of a background star prevented us from making use of the SpeX J band image. Because of the combined scattered light gradients from both the star and Uranus, we were unable to make the appropriate corrections for a smaller aperture size which would contain only Miranda's signal and were unable to properly characterize the background signal in the photometry aperture. The albedos and colors computed from these data, including the unscaled UKIRT values derived from the spectra in Table II , are shown in Fig. 2b in comparison with data from Baines et al. (1998) taken at nearly the same phase angles (2.4
• -2.8
• ). Miranda's projected angular diameter in all instances was less than 0 . 04. The seeing for the QUIRC data was 0 .6 and for the SpeX data was 0 . 7. In the case of the UKIRT spectroscopy, the 1 . 2 aperture encompassed the entire disk. This was also the case for the photometry with the QUIRC and SpeX data, where we used synthetic apertures of 3 or greater. This synthetic aperture size was greater than 3.5 times the FWHM of Miranda in the imaging frames, so that more than 99% of the light fell within the aperture. For the UKIRT data, as mentioned before, a flux calibration star was observed with identical aperture size to properly scale the observed brightness values.
The Kesten et al. (1998) values show a significant blue color gradient for the JHK band data (J-H: 0.038 ± 0.021, H-K: 0.046 ± 0.019, J-K: 0.084 ± 0.021), as do recently reported observations of Trilling and Brown (2000) , taken at a phase angle of 1.5
• (J-H: 0.077 ± 0.022, H-K: 0.020 ± 0.028, J-K: 0.097 ± 0.027). The Baines et al. (1998) Kesten et al. (1998) values within the reported errors and disagree, except for the J-H color value, with the Baines et al. (1998) data. This discrepancy may be caused by several factors, including the sampling of unique surface regions (see Section 4.1) by the Baines et al. (1998) observations, or the mismatch of filter bandpasses between the data sets from the different observers. It should also be noted that the individual SpeX points are significantly brighter than the H and K albedo values derived from the UKIRT spectra, which may also be attributable to observations of Miranda at times when the subobserver points were well separated and on characteristically different portions of that satellite's surface (Fig. 5) .
ANALYSIS
Identification of Spectral Features
The spectrum of Miranda exhibits several characteristics that we recognize and consider in our modeling effort (Figs. 1b  and 1c) . The broad minima located near 1.5 and 2.0 µm are present in both amorphous and crystalline water-ice spectra (e.g., Cruikshank et al. 1998b . Additionally, the weaker feature near 1.65 µm coincides with a feature found only in the spectrum of the crystalline form of water ice at low temperatures ). An even weaker feature near 2.22 µm coincides with features observed in ammonia ice at 2.24 µm and solid ammonia hydrate at 2.21 µm (e.g., Schmitt et al. 1998 , R. H. Brown et al. 1988) . To check the persistence of these features, we rebinned the spectrum to about onequarter the instrumental resolving power (Fig. 1c) . The 1.65-µm crystalline ice and 2.22-µm features remain apparent, with signal-to-noise (SN) values of 2.9 and 4.3 respectively when the feature minima are compared with proximal peaks or edges. We show data with the degraded spectral resolution here only for comparison and use the spectrum at the full instrumental resolving power (Fig. 1b) for our modeling fits.
In the higher resolution spectrum (Fig. 1b) the possibility of a weak feature near 2.33 µm may indicate the presence of a CHbearing species or perhaps a hydroxylated silicate. This feature remains apparent in the lower resolution binning of the data with a SN near 2.8. A couple of sharp, but weak features at 2.01 and 2.07 µm, which have SN values in the higher resolution data of 1.5 and 1.9, respectively, might be attributable to CO 2 ice, but an expected CO 2 feature at 1.965 µm appears weak or absent. Furthermore, while the 2.01-µm feature in both 1.8-µm spectra from separate nights may be due to the actual presence of CO 2 ice, the absence of this CO 2 feature in the 2.2-µm spectra argues against this, and so we find our spectra are inconclusive in the detection of CO 2 ice. These features are narrow and do not persist in the low-resolution sampling of the spectrum. The overall level of Miranda's albedo suggests a darkening agent that does not exhibit any color trends at the shortest wavelengths.
Spectral Modeling
To provide insight into the nature of the surface material(s) on Miranda we have produced model spectral albedos for different candidate materials and their associated grain size(s) to compare with the new data. The model used is that originally developed by Hapke (e.g., Hapke 1993) to describe the measured albedo. The details describing the formulation used in our effort are provided by Roush et al. (1990) , Roush (1994) , and Cruikshank et al. (1998a) . The limited phase angle coverage of near-infrared wavelengths precludes us from independently determining some of the parameters of the models. Here we rely upon values of these parameters derived from Voyager observations by Helfenstein et al. (1988) ; specifically the parameters, as defined in Roush (1994) , have the values b = 0.93, h = 0.018, and S 0 = 0.77 × (Fresnel reflectance). This approach also requires that the real and imaginary indices of refraction of candidate materials be specified. The availability of appropriate optical constants is limited, constraining our range of model computations. Nonetheless, different wavelength regions of the Miranda spectrum allow us to investigate a range of plausible candidates. The reflectance model is coupled to a downhill simplex algorithm (Press et al. 1992 ) that in a single run autonomously investigates a range of parameter values to define the best fit to the data in a least squares sense. When appropriate, the same components, but having different initial estimates of relative abundance and grain size, are used to confirm that the simplex has reached the same result. We have eliminated two data points near 1.8 µm from the original spectral observations due to their high variance and association with strong telluric features.
In our modeling we consider intimate mixtures, putative molecular mixtures, and spatial mixtures. Intimate mixture is a term describing the situation where individual grains (µm to mm in diameter) are mixed together. Planetary soils and regoliths are examples of such mixtures. In our usage a molecular mixture represents a case where a contaminant is trapped within a host material. To estimate the optical constants for such a mixture we linearly combine the optical constants of the candidate materials based upon their relative abundances. Because of the relatively high temperatures (>60 K, Grundy et al. 1999 ) of the uranian satellites we do not expect methane to be stable at the surface. However, because of the weak feature near 2.3 µm, we consider a molecular mixture of water ice and methane ice. In this model we envision the methane being trapped locally within the water ice. Spatial mixtures represent a linear mixing of the individual albedos of candidate materials. Such mixing is represented by relatively large scale physical features such as rocks or outcrops having spatial dimensions on the order of decimeters to meters or even kilometers. The mixing can be expressed as R T = R C1 A C1 + R C2 A C2 + . . .R Cn A Cn , where R T is the total reflectance and R Ci and A Ci are the reflectance and spatial extent of component i and it is required that A Ci = 1.
Optical Constants
The ice optical constants used in our spectral models come from a variety of sources, which are shown in Table III . To illustrate where each potential candidate might contribute to the Miranda spectrum we calculated the albedo for the select pure ice used in our spatial mixtures, using grain sizes representative of the best fitting mixtures discussed below. The results are shown in Fig. 3a .
Amorphous carbon provides a material that has a low albedo and is neutral in color. It also represents the end-member byproduct of the processing of original hydrocarbon-bearing materials. Optical constants of amorphous carbon are from Rouleau and Martin (1991) . Carbonaceous chrondritic meteorites represent relatively pristine materials that could have been originally incorporated into Miranda or could represent material currently being delivered to the surface of Miranda. Murchison extract, the insoluble residue from the Murchison meteorite, represents a low-albedo material with some subtle spectral features. Optical constants of Murchison extract are from Khare (personal communication, 1996) . Serpentine, a hydroxylated silicate, is an aqueous weathering product of primary igneous minerals (olivine). Serpentine optical constants are derived from laboratory data presented in Roush et al. (1990) using the techniques described by Clark and Roush (1984) . As with our pure ices, to illustrate where a select potential candidate might contribute to the Miranda spectrum we calculated the albedo for serpentine having a grain size representative of the best spatial fitting mixtures described below and the results are also shown in Fig. 3a . Buratti et al. (1990) derived an average normal albedo of ∼0.33. Voyager imagery of Miranda revealed a heterogeneous surface containing distinct high (∼0.37) and low (∼0.30) albedo regions (Buratti and Mosher 1991) . Thus the spatial mixing of spectral components discussed above appears to be the most likely candidate for evaluating Miranda's near-IR spectral signature. However, the underlying cause of these albedo variations remains unknown. It is well known that grain size variations can significantly raise or lower albedos (e.g., Gaffey et al. 1993 , and references therein). As a result, we initially model the Miranda near-IR data using intimate mixtures. In evaluating our model results we consider both models of the near-IR data and the visual geometric albedo reported for Miranda.
Results for Intimate Mixtures
Pure materials. We included two grain sizes in these models. Only the results for icy materials containing H 2 O in some form provide a reasonable fit to the Miranda data in the region 1.45-2.5 µm. Unfortunately, in the region 1.0-1.35 µm these pure ice mixtures typically have albedos that do not reproduce the observational data, they cannot reproduce the 2.2-µm minimum seen in the observational data, and near 0.55 µm they have albedos (∼0.7 ) that are inconsistent with those previously reported. The pure nonices are a poor fit to the Miranda data, chiefly due to the absence of water-ice features. We conclude that none of the pure mixtures provide an adequate model for the albedo of Miranda.
Two-component mixtures.
We considered the situation where two distinct chemical materials are present on Miranda. Generally, models including only mixtures of icy compounds suffer the identical problems discussed for the pure materials above, poor fit in some wavelength regions and disagreement with the visual albedo values. One exception is the water-iceammonia mixture that is dominated by ammonia ice (98%) having a grain size of ∼3.3 mm. We do not consider this a viable result for two reasons. First, we believe the large particle diameter is being produced by the fitting routine attempting to match the overall albedo level, a difficult task for materials as transparent as ices. Second, the ammonia optical constants in the region 1.0-1.35 µm are somewhat suspect (B. Schmitt, personal communication 2001) and may be one order of magnitude smaller than previously reported, thus requiring even larger grain sizes.
Those models that included icy and low-albedo nonicy components provide a better comparison to the visual albedo (∼0.33). However, these also suffer from a poor fit in the 1.0-, 1.35-, and 2.2-µm regions. The additional spectral feature near 2.2 µm seen for ammonium hydrate led us to use it as a replacement for water ice. However, the model results were not significantly improved.
Three-component mixtures. The additional weak feature near 2.2 µm in ammonia and ammonia hydrate ice spectra may provide an improvement if these ices, water ices, and lowalbedo nonice materials are combined. However, most of the models converged to solutions where the grain diameter of one component approached or exceeded a value where the underlying assumption of geometric optics inherent in Hapke theory was violated (Hapke 1993) . The few models that converged to acceptable parameter values did not provide a significant improvement over the binary mixtures discussed above.
Spatial Mixtures
The automated spectral fitting routine described above is not fully implemented for spatial mixtures. Specifically, the grain diameters are not incorporated into the algorithm. Thus we calculate the albedo of the candidate materials and use the program to automatically derive only the relative spatial extent of each component that best reproduces the observational data. To evaluate the sensitivity of the spatial mixing to grain diameter variations we used three separate grain diameters (10, 50, and 100 µm) for most components in the spatial mixtures. However, we found that the albedo of amorphous carbon was equivalent for these three grain diameters and so we only used the albedos for the 10-µm grains in our model. In addition, we found that for Murchison extract the 50-and 100-µm grain diameter albedos were essentially equivalent and only used the albedos for the 10-and 100-µm grain diameters in our models. To illustrate where each potential ice candidate may contribute to the Miranda spectrum, we calculated albedos using grain sizes representative of the best-fitting mixtures and graphed them in Fig. 3a , along with that of the nonice material serpentine for comparison. Two-component mixtures. Table IV shows the parameters for the best fit models of Miranda's albedo containing two and three spatial components. The models having the best χ 2 values are shown in Fig. 3b . Like the intimate mixtures discussed above, most of these mixtures have difficulty in reproducing the albedo in the region 1.04-1.36 µm. However, the albedos at 0.55 µm are more consistent with those previously reported. In all of these best results the mass fraction of water ice relative to nonice material is approximately 0.3/0.7 but there still remains a minimum near 2.2 µm in the observational data that is unexplained by any model.
Three-component mixtures. The additional weak feature near 2.2 µm in both ammonia and ammonia hydrate ice spectra may provide an improvement if these ices are included in the water-ice-nonice binary mixtures discussed in the previous section. This led us to attempt some three-component spatial models. The results for the best-fitting models of such mixtures containing ammonia ice are shown in Fig. 3c . The associated parameters are given in Table IV . Once again the abundance of ices relative to nonices is ∼0.3/0.7 and the visual albedos are somewhat consistent with those previously reported. However, the ammonia ice begins to distort the short-wavelength region of the 2-µm band and we believe the sharp band near 2.25 µm is at too long a wavelength to be consistent with the Miranda data.
Using the best spatial model for the water-ice, ammonia-ice, and serpentine mixtures above we replaced the ammonia ice with ammonia hydrate ice and the resulting best fit spectra are shown Wavelength (µm) 
FIG. 4.
Comparison of the best fitting spatial model incorporating ammonia hydrate ice (solid line) to the Miranda observations. The slight shoulder seen near 2.22 µm is stronger in higher concentrations of ammonia hydrate ices as is discussed in the text.
in Fig. 4 with the resulting parameters provided at the bottom of Table IV . While the χ 2 values are not as low as those for some of the mixtures incorporating ammonia, the resulting spectra exhibit some interesting characteristics, especially near 2.2 µm. As a reminder, we derived the optical constants for the ammonia hydrate from the 1 and 3% mixture shown by R. H. Brown et al. (1988) . R. H. Brown et al. (1988) also show data for 10 and 30% mixtures. Spectra of the 10 and 30% mixtures contain additional features near 1.04 and 1.25 µm that are inconsistent with the Miranda data. However, the 3 and 1% mixtures are very similar, except that the 2.2-µm feature is more readily noticeable in the 3% mixture, and it provides an apparently better fit to features in the 2.2-µm wavelength region (Fig. 4 ). An even better fit to the observational data might be possible with a concentration of ammonia hydrate between 3 and 10%, but the data for the optical constants at such concentrations are not available. In general, there are still very few laboratory absorption coefficients reported of ammonia hydrates. Among these there are also some discrepancies, likely owing to different compositional, physical, or measurement conditions (B. Schmitt, private communication, 2001) . For example, in our values derived here there is a single broad band near 2.20-2.22 µm while in Schmitt et al. (1998) a broad double band is shown at 2.20-2.22 µm, which may better match the spectrum of Miranda. Figures 2a and 2b show the albedo measurements reported in the literature and reported here, taken at NIR wavelengths. The most recent visible wavelength values taken by Karkoschka (1997) are also shown. Buratti et al. (1992) reported drops in brightness levels on the order of 9% at optical wavelengths between phase angles near 1
DISCUSSION
Surface Variations
• and 2.4
• . Though the data did not include Miranda, Miranda showed phase curve behavior similar to that of Ariel, Titania, and Oberon at smaller phase angles (Buratti et al. 1992, and Karkoshka 2001) . There is a correlation with brightening and phase in the NIR Miranda data shown here, a 12 to 15% drop in brightness ( p ∼ 0.04) for a change in phase angle from 1.0
• to 2.5 • (Fig. 2a) , which roughly agrees with the brightening trend observed by Buratti et al. (1992) attributable to opposition effect brightening. However, some component may also be attributable to surface albedo variations, as is likely the case in the albedo values shown in Fig. 2b , derived from observations of Miranda taken at phase angles ranging from 2.4
• to 2.9
• . Figure 5 shows the subobserver points on each of the dates of observation. Surely the entire hemisphere of Miranda, including some portions of the coronae, contributed to the IRTF albedo values. However, the most dominant features contributing to the signal would be the subobserver points, especially considering the phase angle curves discussed earlier from Buratti et al. (1990 and , which show drops in brightness greater than 50% at phase angles greater than 20
• . The QUIRC albedos, taken on May 22, 2000, are comparable to those derived from the UKIRT spectral data taken in June of 1999. The IRTF values, taken on May 18, 2000, however, are greater by a few percent. These differences are not greater than three standard FIG. 5. The subobserver points of Miranda at the times of the data reported here and for the Baines et al. (1998) data. The points are indicated by date (yy/mm/dd), i.e., the Baines data by 95/08/10 and 95/09/16, the UKIRT by 99/06/07 and 99/06/10, the IRTF by 00/05/18, and the UH QUIRC data by 00/05/22. Note the subobserver points of our spectral data (99/06/07 and 99/06/10) are proximal to the Arden Corona.
deviations from the errors reported here. However, it is worth noting that the differences in the surface viewed at each observation may correspond to the albedo variations. The coronae are darker regions, by 6% (Greenberg et al. 1991) , in the optical, and this trend may persist in the NIR as well. The Arden Corona, near the subobserver points of the UKIRT data, shows the most compelling evidence of volcanic surface flows (Croft and Soderblom 1991) . The QUIRC data were taken when the subobserver points were close to coronae (Inverness and Elsinore; see Fig. 5 ). The IRTF data, on the other hand, were taken when a portion of the brighter Dunsinane region was facing the Earth.
Comparison with Other Outer Solar System Surfaces
The 1.65-µm water-ice feature abounds in the outer Solar System. Grundy et al. (1999) show that the other major uranian satellite surfaces have this feature, indicative of crystalline water ice, and they have used it in the cases of Ariel and Titania to better constrain the surface ice temperature. From these results, and their surface thermal models, they also conclude that there is at least some segregation of darker material from the brighter water ice. One may speculate that the variations in the photometry shown above may be the result of similar segregation on Miranda. Except for Titania, neither their spectral data of the other uranian satellites nor our data were very well fit by waterice models alone, but only our Miranda spectra show evidence of any NH 3 or NH 3 · H 2 O species specifically. No spectral observations of the uranian satellites have yielded identification of specific silicate or darkening material, or other specific volatile species on the satellite surfaces.
The crystalline ice water feature has been found in other satellites at heliocentric distances greater than Uranus, notably Triton (Cruikshank et al. 2000) and Charon (M. E. Brown and Calvin 2000, and Dumas et al. 2001) . Triton, B-V ∼0.75 (Buratti et al. 1994) , and Charon, B-V ∼0.70 (Tholen and Buie 1997) , are somewhat redder than Miranda, B-V ∼0.64 (Karkoschka 2001) , and both satellites also have surface temperatures significantly lower (∼40 K) than that of Miranda (∼80 K). Triton's spectra show features attributable to the volatile species CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , and N 2 , as well as water ice in what may be a mixture of both crystalline and amorphous forms (Cruikshank et al. 2000) . However, no evidence of the presence of NH 3 · H 2 O or any NH 3 species has been found in Triton's spectra. Charon's spectrum, on the other hand, does show both the crystalline water-ice feature and the NH 3 · H 2 O (M. E. Brown and Calvin 2000, and Dumas et al. 2001 ) feature we find in Miranda's spectrum. The 2.0-µm water band depth of Charon's spectrum also better matches that of Miranda than Triton's shallow water bands. While Triton's surface features are dissimilar to Miranda's coronae and extensional rifts, Charon's surface remains unimaged, with rotational lightcurve variations on the order of 0.1 magnitudes in the B optical filter band (Olkin et al. 1993, and Cruikshank et al. 1997) . Surface maps of Charon constructed from observational data of mutual occultations with Pluto (Buie et al. 1992, and Buie et al. 1997 ) do not rule out the possible presence of Miranda-like coronae and rifts on Charon. However, though Charon may have experienced accelerational and tidal heating through its interaction with Pluto in the past, neither Triton nor Charon is believed to have undergone strong heating episodes caused by passages through orbital resonances with other satellites as Miranda may have (Tittemore and Wisdom 1990) . For the case of Charon, M. E. Brown and Calvin (2000) propose the crystalline ice was formed by resurfacing from micrometeorite impacts, at a rate that exceeds the transition of surface crystalline ice to amorphous phase by solar irradiation (Jenniskens et al. 1998) .
A relatively high abundance of surface water ice has been inferred from the uniquely blue albedo of Miranda (e.g., Trilling and Brown 2000) as compared to the other uranian satellites. Observations of the Centaurs (and Kuiper belt objects) show that there is a significant color and spectral diversity ranging from slightly blue-neutral to extremely red at optical wavelengths. The spectrum of EKO 1993 SC showed the presence of absorption features consistent with light hydrocarbons, but no water ice (R. H. , and the spectrum of 1996 TL 66 was neutral with no features (Luu and Jewitt 1998) . In contrast, the spectrum of 1996 TO 66 showed strong near-IR absorptions characteristic of water ice (R. H. Brown et al. 1999a) . The depth of the bands varied with rotation, suggesting a patchy ice surface distribution. The continuum of 1996 TO 66 was slightly blue. Most Centaurs exhibit the 2.0-µm water-ice absorption band as well. The relative strength of the absorption, however, in the Miranda spectrum, resulting in a drop in reflectance on the order of a third within the band's center, is markedly different from that of the central water band depths of a few percent observed in Centaur spectra (e.g., R. H. , Kern et al. 2000 . This may be an indication of a higher fraction of surface ice on Miranda. Some silicates in concentrations on the order of several percent by weight in intimate mixtures with water ice may deepen the relative absorption bands caused by the ice in the NIR (Clark et al. 1986 ). On the other hand, intimate mixtures with large concentrations of absorbers such as amorphous carbon, which darkens uniformly across most NIR and visible wavelengths, completely dampen the water-ice absorption band depths (Clark et al. 1986 ). The latter may be the case for the Centaurs, which have been found to have albedos at visible wavelengths of less than 8% (Parker et al. 1997) . However, quantitative comparison is impossible because the water abundances are not provided by R. H. or Kern et al. (2000) . The Centaur Asbolus also shows variation of water-band depth in the spectra taken by Kern et al. (2000) . To date the crystalline ice feature at 1.65 µm has not been detected in the observed Centaur and TNO spectra (e.g., Chiron, Foster et al. 1999 and Luu et al. 2000, Pholus, and Chariklo) . The amorphous ice phase transition, for impure water ice, occurs rapidly at temperatures near 142 K, and more gradually above temperatures of 100 K (Cruikshank et al. 1998a and Jenniskens et al. 1998 ). It may be, then, that the Centaur surfaces have not undergone heating events similar to Miranda. This is not surprising if Miranda's heating is indeed attributable to passage through orbital commensurabilities (Tittemore and Wisdom 1990) . However, the observed Centaur spectra, with SN values ≤20 (e.g., Cruikshank et al. 1998a) , may not be of sufficient sensitivity to detect the crystalline ice 1.65-µm absorption. Still, if its absence in the spectra of Centaurs is confirmed, it may affirm the pristine condition of their surfaces and constrain the amount of collisional heating. Neglecting water-ice absorption bands, Miranda's spectrum across the interval from 1.1 to 2.4 µm is notably blue, also in contrast to TNO and Centaur spectra, and the spectra of C-and D-type asteroids. As demonstrated in the modeling, this may be the result of compositional or grain size differences, which may reflect different formation or evolutional histories of the bodies, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained a spectrum of Miranda between 1.0 and 2.5 µm which shows the 1.5-and 2.0-µm water-ice absorption features. A weak feature at 1.65 µm has been identified as being due to crystalline water ice, which may indicate heating events following condensation in excess of 100 K. Spectral reflectance models, constrained by Hapke theory to grain sizes larger than a micrometer, suggest the presence of carbonaceous or silicate contaminates at the 70% level to lower the albedo. Our best fit models include the presence of NH 3 or derivative species, specifically ammonia hydrate (NH 3 · H 2 O) at a 3% mass fraction, but this is not a unique solution. If true, except for Charon (M. E. Brown and Calvin 2000, and Dumas et al. 2001) , this would be the only spectroscopic evidence to date of an ammonia species in the outer Solar System beyond Saturn. The suggested presence of NH 3 -water fluids may sufficiently lower melting-point temperatures and increase the degree of thermal expansion to allow for the creation of tectonic features on Miranda's surface. A significant compositional component of NH 3 would also favor previously proposed spin-out disk models for the satellite's formation (Pollack et al. 1991) , which suggests that CH 4 and NH 3 should be the dominant C and N bearing species. Methane may have quickly evaporated from the surface, while ammonia would likely still be present (e.g., M. E. Brown 2000) . The observed Centaur spectra are considerably different from Miranda's. The strength of the 2.0-and 1.5-µm bands is visibly greater in the Miranda spectrum. Miranda's blue color gradient at NIR wavelengths may be the result of grain size or compositional differences from the Centaur, TNO, and C-and D-type populations, such as a greater fraction of surface covered by water ice (e.g., Trilling and Brown 2000) . Grundy et al. (1999) use the 1.65-µm crystalline water-ice feature to demonstrate that there may be a significant degree of segregation of water ice on Ariel and Titania, and the variations in the J, H, and K band photometry shown here may be indicative of similar segregation on Miranda's surface. The crystalline ice feature at 1.65 µm in Miranda's spectrum has not been detected in the Centaur spectra. If proven absent, it would be evidence of clear differences in their evolutionary histories.
